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EDITOR'S NOTE 

IT H AN UNCOMMONLY UNIFIED VOICE, all contributions to 

this issue of the Pater Newsletter attest to a remarkably distinct moment 

in Pater studies. Mter the turn of another century, Walter Pater's work 

seems to have garnered scholarly attention not only with new intensity, but also 

with new aims. Hisroricizing critical "movements" is always tricky business, 

academic trend spotting even more so. I would, nevertheless, venture to say trus 

attention is not merely an extension of the invaluable revival brought about by 
queer theory and gender studies over the last two [Q three decades. Today's 

critical interest in Walter Pater, this issue suggests, is different not just in degree 

but in kind. 

Laurel Brake reports that, at the 2010 NAVSA conference in Montreal, 
'''Pater' was much in evidence," including "two panels ... wholly devoted 

to his work," and that a session she moderated included "a talk on Pater 

and Wittgenstein." That talk was delivered by Hilary Edwards, and, quite 
serendipitously, 1he Pater Newsletter publishes a version of it here, in her splendid 

essay, 'lA Hard, Gem-like Syntax: Pater, Wittgenstein,and the Life of Sentences. /I 

That a Paterian sentence has a kind of "life" in itself and that, in the grammatical 

complexities of that "life," it might also be situated within Wittgenstein's broader 

philosophical investigations, illustrate part of what I consider distinct about 

Pater studies at the present time: specific emphasis on textuality, on Pater's 

texts themselves, all the way from the level of their Singular syntax to their ever

vexed publication history. Yet, I hear myself objecting that such work has been 

going on for a long time: Carolyn Williams, Linda Dowling,]. Hillis Miller, and 
others have mined Pater's sentences with penetrating authority. Reading Pater 
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with a critical eye one inch above the text, so to speak, is nothing new. True 

enough, yet current scholarship's focus feel s new, to me at least. Scholars such as 

Kevin Ohi and Stefano Evangelista, for instance, have recently offered readings 

of Pater that by no means cast off the insights of queer theory, but rather bring 

further nuance to its approach, through emphatic attention to the rhetorical and 

dialectical dimensions of Pater's language as themselves part of the "queer" - but 

also cultural, national, transnarional- negotiations at play in his work. We have 

seen such scholarship in the pages of 'The Pater Newsletter itself, at the risk of 

self-congrawlatioll , in special issues on both the "queer" and the "cosmopolitan" 

Pater. 

Both Brake and Kate Hext observe that the recent uptick in Pater 

scholarship is part of a larger proliferation of scholarship on the British fill de 

siicle writ large. Thus, Kare Hext found herself organizing fOllr whole panels on 

Pater for the upcoming "Decadent Poetics" conference at Exter this upcoming 

summer (July 1-2,2011). Her proposed panel has become a kind of mega-panel. 

Yes, Pater's relevance within a conference on decadence is obvious. That so many 

Paterians would be attracted to a conference on "decadent poetics/' however, 

possibly adumbrates something more specific, to some emergent or renewed 

interest in the poetics of Pater's text, akin to the critical work Edwards' essay 

performs. Ken Daley's survey of recent work in this issue suggests even more 

that a certain kind of Pater is "much in evidence" in current scholarship. He 

devotes a considerable portion of his annotations to a single special issue of 

Cahim victorims el edouardiens (2008) edited by Benedicte Coste. Coste herself 

has been a particularly energetic force in recent Pater studies, as this special 

issue would suggest. She also, along with Catherine Delyfer, hosted the well

attended, exciting 2009 conference, "British Aestheticisms," at the Universite 

Paul Valery in Montpellier, France. 

All of the aforementioned works and events speak, perhaps most 

urgently, to what I characterize as the other current concern among scholars over 

Pater's texts themselves: namely, the common call for a unified editorial effort to 

bring a new "Collected Works of Pater" to fruition. An enormous undertaking 

to be sure, bur a necessary one. Laurel Brake makes that case most convincingly 

in her NAVSA report. Her own panel at NAVSA, comprised of the principals 
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of the International WaIter Pater Society, makes the case for why we must do so. 

She, Lesley Higgins, and Lene 0stermark-Johansen have indeed made the first 

official call to do so, by way of an invitation they extend to all Paterians, which 

I reproduce here: 

It has been exactly one hundred years since the (incomplete) Library 

Edition and 110years since the Edition De Luxe of Pater's writings first appeared: 

the time has come for a new Collected Works. A group ofPaterians keen to explore 

the possibilities of planning a new Collected Works of his writings is organizing 

a special workshop on the subject Thursday, 30 June 2011 at the University of 

Exeter. 

The idea is to meet the day before the "Decadent Poetics" conference 

(http://thehoarding.wordpress. com/20 1 0/08/24/ cfp -decadent-poetics

conference-at-exeter-July-2011/) in order to discuss issues such as: organizing 

an editorial team; finding a general editor or co-general editors; a rationale for 

the various volumes; issues of copy-text(s); publishing media (book publication; 

an on-line edition; a digital archive); and funding. We envisage a morning session 

for brainstorming and the identification of specific problems / issues; a break 

for lunch; and an afternoon session for more strategic planning. During the day, 

we plan to examine various options for an edition, and we invite you, if you are 

interested, to propose models for consideration by the group by sending them to 

us in advance. We will collate and prepare them for presentation. Suggestions as 

to which issues should be raised during the workshop would also be appreciated; 

the format, contents, editors, and medium of an edition are entirely open 

questions, to be explored on this occasion. The workshop could be a wonderful 

opportunity to meet with like-minded Victorianists and consider subjects as 

general as the "collected works" as a signifying practice, and as specific as what 

to do about Pater's manuscripts and Essays from "The Guardian." 

This happy occasion, I'd like to note personally, will also mark the 

transfer of the general editorship of the Pater Newsletter to Lene 0stermark

Johansen, esteemed Paterian, colleague, and friend. Lene will see to it that the 

strides we've made over the past six years continue: to publish articles, institute 

peer review, and enhance the professional profile of this journal. I will remain on 

board as a production manager, overseeing layout, printing, and distribution. We 

look forward to this change of hands, and I thank everyone for the chance to 

serve as your editor from 2006 to the present. It has been an honor to do so. 
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ESSAY 

Hilary Edwards 

A Hard, Gem-like Syntax: Pater, 

Wittgenstein, and the Life of Sentences 

HE EQUATION OF A STYLE with the personality or identity 

of an artist goes back at least as far as the eighteenth century, 

but it takes on particular force in the context of Romanticism 

and expressive theories of poetic language. If poetry is defined in terms of the 

unmediated expression of a poet's thoughts and feelings. then the poet doesn't 

just create the style, but is the style in a much stronger sense than that entailed 

by other theories of art: "Le style est l'homme meme" as Georges Leclerc would 

have it. What happens to this equation of style with the poet's persona, though, if 

we stop subscribing to expressive theories of language? Can style still be equated 

with a person if we accept, for instance, Ludwig Wittgenstein's critique of private 

language? Wittgenstein argues convincingly against the idea that the meaning 

of words can be grounded in the mental processes inside a person's head, and 

in so doing he seems to attack the whole expressive justification for style. But 

style can express something distinctive about a person without that something 

having anything to do with private language or mental states, and in order to 

see how this can be the case-in order, that is, to see an example of what aspects 

of the expressive capacity of style can survive Wittgenstein's critique of private 

language-it is helpful to consider the case ofWalter Pater. 

If Pater's style gives us knowledge about anything, it would seem to be 

knowledge about Pater himself. specifically something about his unique way of 

seeing things. What else could we expect from the writer of the "Conclusion" 

to The Renaissance, with its emphasis on the primacy of subjective impressions 

and its picture of the mind as a prison for its own private dream of a world? 
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Plenty of critics (including George Levine, Gerald Monsman and Carolyn 

Williams) have warned against relying too heavily on the "Conclusion" for an 

understanding of Pare!. I These critics argue for an anti-foundational Pater who 

fits much better with the classicism of Eliot's "Tradition and the Individual 

Talent" than the solipsism and hedonism associated with the "Conc1usion"

and I think they are right to do so-but this re-description has not made much 

of a dent on the standard description of Pater, and Pater himself encourages us 

to rely on the minci-as-prison metaphor every chance he gets. 

In his essay on "Style ," for instance, Pater asserts that "[a]U language 

involves translation from inward to outward," and defines art as the public 

expression of an artist's private "inner vision" (34). For Pater, this inner vision 

is the life force of a work of art: he refers to it as the "quicken ing motive" for 

art-and describes it as 

a single, almost visual image, vigorously informing an 

entire .. . composition, which shall be . . . tIuc from first to last 

to that vision within. (AP 19, 23) 

In Pater's account, this mental image stems from individual experience and 

belongs to one person alone. As the narrator of Gaston de Latour declares: "One's 

own experience!-that, at least, was one's own!" (55). The best Pater can do to 

describe how the private inner vision gets connected to language is to invoke a 

Cratylean system whereby there is exactly one perfect word to match every curve 

of the artist's inner vision so that a writer's phrase, sentence, paragraph and entire 

essay can be "absolutely proper to the single mental presentation ... within."2 

As far as descriptions of the relat ionship between people and language 

go, it's hard to imagine a less Wittgenstinian one than this. It's not that 

Wittgenstein doesn't understand why people would be tempted to talk in this 

way. On the contrary, in Philosophical Investigations he acknowledges how 

tempting the metaphor of "inner vision" is, the idea that" ... when I imagine 

something, or even actually see objects, I have got something which my neighbor 

has not. I understand you," Wittgenstein says to the person who succumbs to 

this temptation-"[y]ou want to look about you and say: 'At any rate only I have 

got THIS'" (120). Despite the fact that he can sympathize with this desire, 

however, Wittgenstein does not see it as intelligible. In this case, the problem 

comes down simply to the matter of how the word "have" is used in ordinary 
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language: "If as a marter oflogic you exclude other people's having something," 

Wingenstein reasons, "it loses its sense to say that you have it" (120). So when 

Pater says that his experience or his inner vision of the. world is something that 

only he "has," Wittgenstcin's response would be to ask how Pater is using the 

words "have" and ioIinner vision." "[W ]hat are these words for?" the passage from 

l1l'utstigat;ollJ continues: 

[tlhey serve no purpose ... In what sense have you gOt what 

you arc talking about and saying that only you have got it? 

Do you possess it? You do not even see it. Must you not 
really say that no one bas got it? (120) 

With these words, Wittgenstein suggests that the artist has no better grip on the 
dreams held prisoner in hi s own mind than anyone else does and in so doing, 

seems to 3ttack Pater's whole justification for his style 3S senseless. 

There's a crucial difference, however, between how someone writes 

and what they say about how they write, and I want to suggest that we can 

take Pater's style seriously without taking every word of his description of 
it seriously. If we look at how Pater actually writes instead of his theories 

about writing, we get an illustration of how style ca n be connected to a person 

without having to rely at all on the idea of a private language or a mystical unk 

between language and nonlinguistic mental states. The key to this connection 
is Pater's idea (quoted above) about the "quickening motive within" a good 

piece of writing. Pater connects the idea of a life force within sentences to 

his "inner vision" talk, but it turns out that the inner vision part is actually not 

necessary for understanding what countS as the life of a sentence in Pater's 

term s. ]11 "Style," for example, Pater distinguishes good art from b~\d on the 
grounds that good art has a certain kind of urgency and decisiveness-as if 

someone could see something that you couldn't and was desperately trying to 

convey it to you-and he sees that urgency as evidence that a sentence has 

some life in it. That description of a vision that only one person can have is 
vulnerable to Wittgenstein's objections, but when you look at Pater's actual 

sentences you can sec this urgency and decisiveness just by looking at the 

words on the page and without having to bother with inner visions or private 

language talk at aU. Surprisingly enough, Wittgensrein himself actually comes 

close to Pater's talk of a life fo rce in sentences when he says in Zellt/: 
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We might say: in all cases what onc means by "thought" 
is what is "alive" in the sentence. That without which it is 
dead, a mere sequence of sounds or written shapes. (26) 

No matter how much he: talks about inner visions and private experience, 

when it comes to describing the expression oflife in sentences, Pater is acrually a 
lot closer to Wingenstein than anyone would ever expect. (n what foUows, I will 
define what counts as IoIlife" in Pater's sentences and suggest that this can justify his 
elaborate style in terms that remain invulnerable to even the most skeptical critic 

of private language. 

To demonstrate how this life force works, I'rn going to offer what I take 

to be a representative sentence from Patcr's work. Obviously no onc sentence 

can capture every aspect of a writer, and this sentence represents certain aspects 

of Pater's style better than others, but in choosing it I am em phasizing a 
particular denSity of syn tax thar I see as the defining characte ristic of Pater's way 

of writing. Gerald Monsman summarizes this quality well when he describes 

Pater's sentences as embedding and splintering his core ideas in syntax so 

complicated that it threatens to break the logic of the sentence (37). While 

the.re are necessary limitations to the scope of an argument grounded srricdy in 
the evidence provided by a Single sentence, in so grounding my argument here, 

I seek to provide a speciJic, syntactical and grammatical account of an aspect of 

Pater's style that is widely recognized but almost never explicated. 

Before we rurn re the sentence itself, some brief context is necessary. 

This sentence comes from Pater's short story "The Child in the House." Pater's 

protagonist in this story, Florian Deleal, has a dream about his childhood home, 

and the dream prompts him to consider the growth and history of his own 

mind- what he caUs "that process ofbrai n-bllilding by which we arc, each one of 

us, what we are" (4). In describing this co nsideration, Pater crafts a sen tence 

so layered that it almost seems not to be a sentence at all: 

In that half-spiritualised house he could watch the better, 

over again, the gradual expansion of the soul which had 

come to be, there-of which indeed, through the I.w which 

makes the material objects about them so large an element 

in chi ldren's lives, it had actually become a part; inward and 

outward being woven through and through each other into 
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one inextricable texture-half, tint and trace and accident 

of homely colour and form, from the wood and the bricks; 

half, mere soul-stuff, floated thither from who knows how 

far. (IP 4) 

8 

With so many clauses to keep track of, it is tempting to separate them out into 

different lines as Yeats did with Pater's description of the Mona Lisa when he 

included it in the Oxford Book of Modern Verse and called it "the first modern 

poem." Pater would resist such a filtration of his clauses, however, because their 

density is part of his point: this sentence is difficult to read as a sentence, but 

that is exactly what we are expected to do, no matter how many subordinate 

clauses, asides and qualifications Pater interjects. The difficulty of keeping all of 

his clauses in play as we try to follow the grammatical logic of the sentence is 

something that anyone who reads Pater has to struggle with, and in this case, the 

difficulty manifests itself at several different stages. 

The main effect of this sentence is to make us lose our sense of where 

we are. We start out "in" a house, that at least we know-or do we? Actually, 

the sentence is ambiguous from the first word. "In the house" could be where 

Florian is watching from or what he's watching. Since what he's watching is 

the expansion of his own soul, the ambiguity of the "in" makes it impossible 

to determine whether the house is just the setting for or actually the subject of 

our soul-watching, and when Pater tells us next that the soul "had come to be, 

there"he extends rather than resolves the ambiguity. We can look for resolution 

in the remainder of the sentence, but we won't find it there either. Instead 

another preposition and a pronoun only add to our confusion: if you reduce 

the sentence to its bare minimum, you get 

In the house, he watches the expansion of the soul... ofwhich 

indeed it had actually become a part. 

Pronouns and prepositions are being deliberately deployed here to create a 

confusion about the relationship between parts and whales. If we keep reading, 

we can infer that the soul has become a part of the house, but if that's Pater's 

point here, why does he not just say so? Instead, he gives us this complicated 

play of references in which we go from not knowing where "in" is to not knowing 

what has become a part of what. The prepositions are like stepping stones here, 

they help us keep moving through the unwieldy clauses and allow us ultimately 
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to parse the sentence as follows: 

In the house of which it had actually become a part, Florian 

could watch the expansion of the soul which had come to 

be there. 

Moving the parts of the sentence make it easier to understand, but doesn't 

resolve its fundamental ambiguities. The references of the sentence still bend back 

on themselves in an infinite regress and the relationships it sets up between 

inside and outside, part and whole are complicated in a way that we cannot get 

to the bottom of-but that is exactly Pater's point. 

The second half of the sentence conveys this same point more simply, 

but Pater is still making the sentence difficult to read in a way that serves his 

purpose. This part of the sentence begins with a long, unpunctuated phrase: 

inward and outward being woven through and through each 

other into one inextricable texture[.] 

Where in the fust half of the sentence the challenge is to weave a relationship 

between juxtaposing clauses and possibilities, Pater gives us a smooth, 

unpunctuated phrase that could mean two different things depending on whether 

we stress the word "being" or the word "woven." In the absence of punctuation, 

the sentence gives us no clues about whether the words "inward" and "outward" 

are nouns in their own right, or simply adjectives modirying "being." If we 

had broken the sentence up into a series of different lines as Yeats did with the 

sentence from tbe Renaissance, then we could use the break between the lines to 

highlight this interpretive problem as a problem; by presenting the sentence in 

prose, however, Pater leaves the ambiguity hidden so that, under the pressure of 

reading the sentence aloud, we might not even notice the double possibility of its 

meaning. Various critics have teased Pater for a sentence in his essay on style that 

he uses to exempliry the value of concision in prose: "Surplusage!" he exclaims, 

"[the artist] will dread that, as the runner on his muscles" (19).3 Here, as in 

the sentence from "The Child in the House," Pater's grammatical compression 

creates ambiguity, but in this case it is a somewhat unfortunate ambiguity that 

leaves us looking for a small person running up the artist's leg. The power of 

elegant concision (and what Pater describes as the thought "so fortunately born" 

as to require no punctuation in the writing of it) is demonstrated much more 
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successfully in this unpunctuated passage of our sample sentence from "Style" 

(34). This concision generates the grammatical riddle of the passage: is "being" 

a noun or a verb here? Depending on what answer we give to this question, the 

rules of our ordinary language use will tell us how to parse the meaning of the 

sentence, but these rules provide no grounds for deciding which answer is the 

correct onc. If"being" is a noun, the form of the sentence contradicts its content

two entities are interwoven but are not transformed into one inextricable texture. 

Instead, two separate entities- inward being and outward being- remain 

stubbornly distinct. If "being" is a verb, on the other hand, then the sentence 

works perfectly because inside and outside are woven together at the level of form 

as well as content. Pater's point isn't to remove or resolve the tension between 

these two different interpretations of the sentence; he simply wants to arrest this 

tension so it can't flow away. "So it can't flow away": I use that turn of phrase 

deliberately to bring our discussion back, once more, to Pater's "Conclusion" 

to The Renaissance. In his explanation of what it means to "burn always with 

a hard, gem-like flame," Pater writes: 

While all melts under our feet, we may well grasp at any 

exquisite passion, or any contribution to knowledge that 

seems by a Efted horizon to set the spirit free for a moment, 

or any stirring of the senses, strange dyes, strange colours, 

and curious odours, or work of the artist's hands, or the 

face of one's friend. Not to discriminate every moment 

some passionate attitude in those about us, and in the very 

brilliancy of their gifts some tragic dividing of forces on 

their ways, is, on this short day of frost and sun, to sleep 

before evening.(TR 189) 

Fixing ambiguities into the structure of his sentences in the way he does is 

Pater's way of forestalling the tragic dividing of forces on their ways. The syntax 

of our sample sentence doesn't resolve the ambiguity, it hardens and sustains it 

so we have no choice but to confront it as abruptly as if we had marched briskly 

into a corner. What Pater is giving us is not dead-ends, however, but a sentence 

in which the differences benveen what, where, and how are deliberately blurred. 

These deliberate, irresolvable ambiguities are what counts as the "life" in a Paterian 

sentence-this is the "quickening" that for him distinguishes good art from bad. 
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It's not that by structuring his sentences in this way, Pater manages to capture 

some private vision of or objective fact about the world. Rather than trying to 

use something in his head or something in the outside world to constrain his 

sentences, Pater is using the logic of the sentence itself to constrain them. 

Whatever knowledge we get from the style of this sentence, it is not 

knowledge about anything unique to Pater-it is simply a matter of using language 

in ordinary ways to depict a certain ambiguity about how an individual person is 

situated with respect to time and space. In the "Conc1usion"to '!he Renaissance,Parer 

equates life with the intensity and frequency of sense impressions. Wittgenstein 

urges a certain degree of skepticism about he possibility of connecting language 

directly to private, non-linguistic impressions-that is, the possibility that an inner 

vision could meaningfully be said to constrain our use of language-but I have 

demonstrated here that Pater's talk of a life force in his writing is not vulnerable to 

this skepticism. Pater is a craftsman oflanguage. He knows how to use words and 

how to balance phrases against each other to create particular, irresolvable tensions 

in the syntax of his sentences. "Balancing phrases against each other" sounds a lot 

less exciting than the evocation of intangible moods and memories that Pater is 

famous for-and I am neither dismissing this aspect of his writing, nor saying it 

is not relevant to his style. These moods and memories are, however, fleeting and 

momentary, whereas there is nothing fleeting about the syntactical tension that 

Pater creates in the form of his sentences. His famous exhortation to his readers 

to "burn ... with a hard, gem-like flame" is an ethical one-a matter of how we 

ought to live-but it is also a simple description of how Pater is constructing 

his sentences. Instead of just telling us about epiphanic moments of intensity in 

which he feels himself to be beyond the borders of time and space, he structures 

his sentences to blur those boundaries-in effect, he supercharges his syntax just 

as he had famously urged the readers of his "Conclusion" to supercharge their 

passions. 

Art can engage the emotions in many ways, and what I am calling the 

"life" of Pater's sentences is by no means the only way that style and the artist 

can be connected, but it is worth noting that a writer who proclaimed the 

ephemerality of sense impressions also finds a way to present a certain set of 

ambiguities in his language, and to make those ambiguities permanent in a way 

that sense impressions never could be. The relations between the clauses of a 

sentence are much less mysterious than the idea of a flame inside every one of 
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us, fed by passion and beauty. The idea of that flame has compelled readers for 

over a hundred years and will no doubt continue to do so for years to come. I am 

not trying to reduce the power of this mysterious idea, but only suggesting that 

we do not need to rely on it in order to learn something from Pater's prose style

something fully intelligible to any user of language and in no way dependant 

upon Pater's mystical theories of interiority. To burn always with a hard, gem

like flame may be what counts as success in life for Pater, but what counts as 

success in his sentences is something much simpler. By structuring his sentences 

in the particular, densely layered way that he does, Pater breathes a kind of life 

into them- not the life of private impressions trapped in the prison of the mind, 

but a life generated by language in its capacity to display what Pater describes in 

the "Conclusion" as the "strange, perpetual weaving and unweaving of ourselves" 

(188). The grammar and syntax of a tightly constructed sentence can generate an 

almost magnetic set of forces for the reader who tries to follow its logic; in Pater's 

words, "this at least of flame-like, our life has" (187). 

NOTES 

1. For examples of critics who issue this warning, see Bloom, Levine, Monsman. Williams. and 
Wollheim. There is a noticeable correlation in Pater scholarship betw"een critics who question the 
centrality of the "Conclusion" in Pater's philosophy and critics who question the interpretation of 
this essay as an endorsemen t of solipsism. For a surp ri sing exception to this rule, see McGrath. 
Despite the fact that he elsewhere urges us to read bctw"ecn the lines of Pater's "polemics about 
the primacy of sensation" aDd to recognize that "Pater's primary allegiance was not to sensory 
perception but to a much more complex and highly integrated intellectual culture," McGrath 
sees the "Conclusion" as an exception, an indication of Pater's willing abandonment of "any 
positivistic foothold in a physical world" and evidence of an "extreme solipsism" on his part that 
would only be tempered later in his career (144, 34). There arc particular reasons why McGrath 
might want to make an exception of the "Conclusion," but he is in disagreement here with the 
arguments ofWilliams et al. that a recognition of the dangers of solipsism (and of the need to 
do anything but abandon a foothold in the physical world in favor of unmitigated idealism) runs 
continuously from Pater's first writingS- including the "Conclusion"- to his last. 

2. See Pater (1889) 36, 29. For fu rther discussion of a similar model of language, see also Pater 
(1889) 30. 

3. For an early example of such teasing, see G. C. M. S.: '''The runner on his muscles' raises a 
horrid picture, whether the runner runs on his own muscles or someone else's, and whether 
under these ci rcumstances he feels dread or inspires it, all which is at first uncertain" (478) . 
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CONFERENCE NOTES 

Laurel Brake 

Pater at NAVSA 

T THE MOST RECENT North American Victorian Studies 

(NAVSA) Conference in Montreal in November 2010, "Pater" 

was much in evidence: two panels were wholly dedicated 

to his work, and one of the opening sessions included a talk on Pater and 

Wittgenstein. One of the dedicated panels initiated discussion on a new 

collected edition, and Leslcy Higgins, Carolyn Williams, and Laurel Brake 

launched what became an occasion of lively interchange among the for ty 

Paterians in the room. 

Carolyn Williams highlighted Pater's high critical valuation of eclecticism, 

examined Pater's eclectical practice, and recommended eclecticism as a basic 

principle of a new edition. Lesley Higgins, drawing on her current experience 

as a general editor of the works of Gerard Manley Hopklns, drew attention 

to knotty issues of theory, policy, and practice that face editors and editorial 

boards of collected editions today. Laurel Brake focused on the only two 

extant collected editions, dating from the early years of the twentieth century, 

Macmillan's "De Luxe" and "New Library" collections of 1900 and 1910, their 

publishing history, and how their format and content delimited the \V,lyS 

Pater was canonized in this period. The Edition de luxe mooted by Frederick 

Macmillan to Hester Pater was "de luxe" in the sense that its cover was boards 

covered with pale green silk, it had a gold medallion on the front cover, gilt 

lettering on the spine, watermarked paper, uncut pages, and a small print run. 

It was designed to be expe nsive, rare, and of interest to collectors, as it was 

only purchasable by subscription in advance, as an eight volume set, for 84 

shillings, even though its volumes were scheduled to appear month.ly. It was 

not publicly adverti sed in the press. The "New Library" edition by contrast 
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was carefully if publicly advertised; while its ten volumes also appeared 

serially over time, they were designed for purchase in booksellers as they were 

published, thus allowing regular expenditure of smaller amounts rather than 

prepublication with a large sum up front. The contents of the New Library 

edition was unchanged from the de luxe set a decade before, except that 

"Essays" from the Guardian was incorporated into the numbered volumes 

in the latter, and not just uniform with the binding as it was in the former. 

Various opportunities to include uncollected works were deliberately spurned 

on both occasions. 

With the exception of his one full-length novel, nearly all of Pater 's 

work was initially published as articles or parts in journals or newspapers; 

in that respect, each of the five books appearing in his lifetime consisted of 

collections made by the author. If the transfer of articles to volumes is an act 

of remediation by the author, so the issue of collections of volumes by the 

publisher is another. How does the publication of these larger collections of 

Pater's work function-for author, publisher, family, friends , readers? 

"Pater"-writing and reputation-suffered doubly between 1894 and 

1900, from suggestive if reticent obituaries, cancelled tributes, and infrequent, 

cautious, and conflicting memoirs. Nevertheless, in the immediate aftermath 

of his death four additional volumes of collected pieces were issued, overseen 

by close friends-"C. L. S." who edited three for Macmillan and Edmund 

Gosse who collected Pater's anonymous pieces from the Church newspaper, 

the Guardian and published them privately. It was, however, more than a 

decade later that the two earliest substantial biographies appeared. In these 

circumstances the publication of the two collected editions, one before the 

biographies in 1900-1901, and one after them in 1910, have a heightened 

significance, in so far as in the first instance the de luxe edition helps revive 

the tensions between those who wish to keep Pater's reputation limited to an 

elite who regard his work as choice literature fit for the initiates, and those 

who are willing to risk a wider readership and a more inclusive definition of 

the works. This division is roughly replicated in the two biographies by A. C. 

Benson and Thomas Wright that appear between the de luxe edition and the 

New Library Edition. 

Both of these editions were publisher led, and neither received additional 

editorial or textual attention beyond the latest edition of the individual title. 1 t 
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is true that five of the volumes had been revised by the author in his lifetimc 1 

if revised at all, and the remaining four titles had recently been edited by 

Shad well and Gossc, but as the titles appeared in these uniform editions, 

they were a notably eclectic series of texts, in different textual states, and in 

hotchpotch order, clearly lacking the oversight of a single editor, let alone a 

scholarly editor. Textually, these neither had the authorial imprimatur of the 

subsequent Henry James's New York edition, nor the interest of collections 

freshly edited by the publisher or a scholar. 

This situation arose from a number of factors: first of aU, the absence of 

a biography or memoir by Pater's friends signified a nervous reticence of the 

group at thi s time to comment on Pater in ways that would draw attention 

to anything about him not already in the public sphere. 1n the aftermath of 

the Wilde trials, with Wilde in prison, it was too risky. So, it would seem 

that none of the potential editors-men such as Shadwell, Cosse, Symons, 

or LionelJohnson either volunteered to do this task or objected to the 1900 

edition before publication. This reticence was particularly strong on the part of 

Pater's family, and we know for example that the sisters preferred that Pater's 

anonymous pieces from the Guardian were not included in the 1900 edition, 

on the basis that they were unfinished and not intended for publication. The 

sisters'desire to police and "protect" their brother's reputation (and their own 

as women) meant that they were not about to initiate publishing projects. 

From the tone and type of explanation Macmillan adopted when writing to 

them to seek their approval of the two editions the publishers were mooting, 

it is also clear that their intellectual, cultural, and social capital was not high 

from the Macmillans' perspective, as unmarried women in the male publishing 

sphere. 

Moreover, comparison of the Pater edition of 1900 and other Macmillan 

editions at the time show that the route adopted for Pater in 1900-no editorial 

intervention, no new contents, and a deluxe format-would maximize profit, 

minimize the risk of unwonted attention on Pater, and help establis h Pater 

as an icon of taste. Macmillan advertisements show, for example, that the 

publishers were alert to the virtues of new introductions and notes, but that 

in one of the best cases, instead of commissioning these costly new additions 

that also undermined the standardization of what were packaged as uniform 

commodities. they commissioned an adviser. However, there is no indication 
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that such advice was sought or offered in either of the collected editions of 

Pater, and both editions reprint the same text, that of the most recent state of 

the titles that had appeared up to 1896. 

Macmillan's large and prominent advertisements for an extended series 

of volumes by a wide variety of authors under a single series title, format, 

and price is one of a number of such advertised series in the Athenaeum and 

Saturday Rev iew in 1901, not only by Macmillan but other publishers . So, the 

Pater editions not only fitted into Macmillan's more general practice at the 

time, but into the industry's. One might conclude that readers of Pater were 

ill served by these two Macmillan editions, and that in this the interests of 

the publisher and literary executors colluded. 

In some ways, the heroic editor of the early editions of Pater's work is 

C. L. S., with whom the 1900 and 1910 sequences begin and end: Pater 

dedicated Studies to him, and Shadwell edited a considerable percentage 

(three volumes) of the uncollected work and provided a bibliography of sorts, 

which promulgated its own view of the Master. On the other hand, had C. 
L. S. or Gosse subsequently taken on either or both editions to provide them 

with the kind of apparatus and critique that Cooke and Wedderburn brought 

to Ruskin, recent Pater scholarship would not have to deal with this sorry tale 

of exigency, fear, and neglect. 

Nevertheless, situated as these editions are at the threshold of the new 

century, and rooted in the previous one, they afforded readers familiar with 

Pater's writings a retrospective overview of his oeuvre of 28 years, and an 

opportunity for younger readers to ingest his writing along with modernist 

texts of the new century. Perhaps the absence of scholarly apparatus and the 

appearance of good reading texts that the edit.ions vouchsafe helped maintain 

Pater's reputation as an artist of prose, available to modernist novelists, poets 

and critics such as Joyce, Yeats, and Eliot. It's just us in the universities that 

regret these editions. 

B irkbeck, Utliversity of L ondon 
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Kare Hext 

Pa ter's Decaden t Poetics: 

July 1-2 2011 

DECADENT POETICS Conference to be held at the 

niversity of Exeter on the 1st and 2nd of July 2011 will be a 

Paterian affair. Reading the initial call for papers and the 

organizers' invitation to co nvene a panel, it seemed to me like a great focus 

for work on Pater. However, ] underestimated the level of interest that my 

Pater's Decadent Poetics CFP would attract : not one but four panels on 

Pater's Decadent Poetics have been accepted by the equally surprised but 

enthusiastic conference organize rs. ] have divided these panels according to 

the following subjects: "Anticipations of Decadence: The Renaissance and 

Marius the Epicurean," "Pater's Dialectics with Decadence," "The Paterian 

Fragment," and "Pater and Wilde." The papers themselves will be diverse in 

subject, bringing together a wide range of scholars from the United States, 

UK, and Europe. I very much hope that these papers (or some in expanded 

form) will appear in print for those of you who can't make it in person. 

With a Pater "Collected Works" Workshop now planned for the 30" of 

June, this promises to be a Significant event for Pater scholars. Quite apart 

from the ostens ible academic matters of the conference and the workshop, 

this will be a terrific opportunity to meet informally. It is also a lovely time 

to visit the South West of England. Exeter is a pretty little city about which 

Henry James writes in his English Hours. Pater, of course, spent a couple of 

summers in Sidmouth on the beautiful coast nearby. 

The full program and registration information for the Decadent Poetics 

Conference program and registration information are available at http://humanities. 

exeter.ac.uklresearch/conferences/ decadentpoetics/ . 
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Keynote speakers are Stephen Auta (Virginia), Joscph S ristow (UCLA), 

Regenia Gagnier (Exeter), and Catherine Maxwell (Queen Mary, London), 

Hope to see you in the summer! 

Ulliversity Of Exeter 
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

ESSAYS 

Essays collected in a special issue of Cahiers victoriens et idouardiens: 

CasTE, BEN EDlCTE, Eo. "STUDIES IN WALTER PATER ." SPEC. IS SUE OF CAHIERS 

VICTORlENS ET tDOUARDJENS 68 (O CTOBER w08). 

The annotations follow the order in which the essays are presented in the 

collection. 

COSTE, B tNEDICT E. "I NTRODUCT IO N." 13-22. 

Coste suggests that the collected essays provide a "detailed snapshot" (14) 

of the state of Paterian studies in 2008 . While the "French-speaking world" 

(13) demonstrates increasing interest in Pater, Caste laments the absence of 

an authoritative and complete edition of Pater's work that "would strengthen 

his place in the twenty-first century E nglish canon" (14) . She also expresses 

the need for a new biography, "a work steeped in Victorian culture and in 

the history of ideas" (14). Coste remarks favorably that the essays as a whole 

address "Pater's diversity of interests" (14). 

Kennelh Da/ey 

SAOOCK, GEOFFREY. "THE CONTEMPORARY CRITICAL RECEPTION OF WALT ER 

PATER : R ETROSPECTI VE AND PROLEPTICAL VIEWS, " 23-45. 

Sadock focuses on the history efPater studies , tracing the rise in Pater's literary 

reputation over the second half of the twentieth century, as the "thawing" 

of Modernist atti tudes created a more hospitable climate for investigations 

into Pater's biography and ouevre. Situating this scholarly rehabili tation of 

Pater within the frame of "larger cultural issues," Sadock offers a series of 

contrasts between the environment that shaped Pater's "retour sur soi" (his 
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retrospective, inward-turning perspective) and our present society, whose 

inclusiveness and diversity has fostered contemporary efforts in "clearing away 

th e mysteries" created by his authorial stance (40). Sadock looks at how the 

work of pioneering Pater scholars such as Lawrence Evans, Laurel Brake, and 

BiUie Andrew Inm all has been developed, contextualized, and rei nterpreted 

by a multiplicity of approaches, testifying to the ongoing critical interest 

in the man behind the "assiduously cultivated" mask (29). Regarding the 

present moment, Sadock asserts that "Pater's life and work have never been 

so thoroughly scruti nized," but cautions that "biographical data and newly 

discovered documents ... cannot, of themselves, justify continued study of hi s 

work" (39-40). The article closes with a meditation on the past and future of 

Pater studies. Mter celebrating the accomplishments of scholarly endeavors 

like The Pate1' Newsletter in "reembedding Pater in literary history," he points 
to a number of critical lacunae still to be adequately addressed, including 

Pater's period of residence in London, his inHuence on World War I era writers 

like Siegfried Sassoon, and the impact on Pater research of the increasing 

digitization of information. By recounting all that scholars of Pater have done 
and, happily, how much there is still to do, Sadock makes a strong case for 

Pater's increasing cultural relevance and more than justifies his demand that 

"certainly the project to publish The Complete Works of Waiter Pater and a 

first-rate modern biography must be renewed and brough t to fruition" (36). 

LAMBERT-CHARBONNIER, MART1NE. 

H YPE RT EXT. " 47-6 I. 

Meghnn Freemal1 

"PATER'S SCHOLA R AND THE 

Surveying the new cyber-frontier of scholarship, Martinc Lambert

Charbonnier asks the question, should the Paterian text aspire to the condition 

of hypertext, or even ofhypermedia? She uses Pater's own views on the subject 
of scholarship to begin formu lating an answer to this question, elaborating on 

the benefits and potential drawbacks of reading Pater in an electronic medium, 

in which the dense allusiveness of his writing could be digitally mapped out 
through a theoretically endless series of hyperlin les. "Pater's notion of a text 

caught in a network of cultu ral and artistic references" seems conducive to 
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the hypcrtcxt format, but as Lambert-Charbonnier points out, Parer also 

"emphasizes the author's skiU in guiding the reader throughout his work, in 

providing 'a sense of secure and restful progress ffl (48,52). Ultimately, if not 

overly disruptive to the experience of reading, there is much to be gained by 

Pater scholars from the use of digital media. Hypertext versions of Pater's 

writings could facilitate the reader's familiarization with primary source 

material, encouraging the "historical perspective" Patcr deemed essential to 

scholarship. Furthermore, hypermedia-which includes access to graphics, 

sound, and video elements-offers a means of "high light[ing] the artistic 

environment conjured up" in works like Studies ill the History of/he Renaissance 

(55). Lambert-Charbonnier performs a reading of that work's famous Mono 

Liso passage using "comparative semiotics" to explore how hypermedia could 

provide "an almost visual experience of the text," encouraging the reader to 

recognize the spatial, temporal, and perspectival shifts evoked through Pater's 

,kphras/ic description of Leonardo's painting (57). In an age of online editions, 

wiki pages, and digital databases, this article provides a number of valuable 

suggestions and measured cautions that should be considered when a Waiter 

Pater Archive inevitably is launched. 

l\1fegholl Freeman 

P OUEYMI ROU I M ARGAUX. uW ALTE R PATER'S ANOERS- STREBEN: As T HEORY AND 

AS PRACTICE." 63-8S. 

Thjs article considers the Paterian concept of "Anders-strebe,,"-"the 

impulse within every aesthetic form to borrow from, or lend forces to, other 

mediums"-both as a theory for the interrelation of the arts as well as a 

paradigm for Pater's particular brand of aesthetic criticism (72). Poueymirou 

begins with an analysis of"Anders-streben" as it is articulated in the openjng 

pages of "The School of Giorgione," then demonstrates how what Pater 

"explores theoreticaUy ... he then applies to his subject" and exemplifies 

in his own prose style (67). The frequent deployment of "inter-sensorial" 

or synaesthetic metaphors in "G iorgione" and other texts is ~ere read as 

representative of Pater 's "own effort to elevate hi s writing to the condition of 

the other arts" and thereby to elicit from readers an affective response evocative of 
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spatial, textural, and musical experiences (78). Yet, of all artistic media, Poueymirou 

reminds us, Pater holds music to be ideal in its obliteration of the d.istinction 

between matter and form, and thus, his tendency to use music as a "symbol and 

standard for both art and aesthetic experience'" provides a key to understanding 

the form and goals of his "aesthetic criticism" (73). As a writer striving always 

to "convey the essence of the experience of the thing/' Pater's crafting ofinter

sensorial metaphors can be seen as part of his larger effort to reanim ate aesthetic 

discourse by interfusing it with the "sensuous element" that is the distinguishing 

and "untranslatablc" aspect of the art objects with which it is concerned (81). 

Meghall Freeman 

BULLEN,]. B. "PATER AND CONTEMPORARY VISUAL ART.'" 87-103. 

BuJlen suggests that Pater's interest in contemporary art is most evident during 

two distinct periods of his career-the years between 1867 and 1877, and again 

in the 1890s. In this essay, Bullen concentrates largely on the ten years that 

surround the publication of7be Renaissance. During these years , Pater's "principal 

authori ties" (89) on modern, Aesthetic art are Simeon Solomon and A. C. 

Swinburne. Bullen emphaSizes the danger to Pater of his relationship with 

the two artists, whose lives and works were so strongly associated with j'sexual 

subversiveness, irregularity, and perversity" (92) . In the mid- 1870s, Pater turns 

temporarily from the perils of Aesthetic art to Millet and Coror and the "safer 

ground in recent French landscape painting" (92). lhe 1877 opening of the 

Grosvenor Gallery, however, tempts Pater back into "the controversial field"(92). 

]n "The School of Giorgione/' Pater cautiously intervenes in con temporary 

aesthetic issues and controversies . The essay creates a "relay between the 

Venetian Renaissance and the modern period" (95), an "intcrtcxtual matrix 

that is simultaneously historical and contemporary" (94). Bullen's essay 

is also included in the recent Victorian Aesthelic Conditions: Pater Across 

Ihe Arls (edited by E licia Clements and Lesley J. Higgins; to be reviewed 

in a forthcomi ng iss ue of The Pater New,lellu). The Cah;ers printing of 

the essay in cludes two illustrations: Fred Walker, The Plollgh (1870), and 

Edward Burne-Jones, Day (1870). 

KWllelh Daley 
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STRAUB,]ULlA. "DIAPHANE,ITE AND DANTE: A NEw PERSPECTIVE ON PATER'S 

EARLY ESSAY." 105-22. 

Drawing on Pater's unfinished Dante manuscript, his introduction to Charles 

Lancelot ShadweU's translation of Purgatoria, and "Diaphaneitc,"Straub argues 
that Pater's views of Dante reveal much about his conception of physicality 

and spirituality, his vision of an ideal masculinity freed of gender binaries, 

and his regard for Dante as o nc of the most important poets and thinkers in 

Western hjstory. While Dante's reputation as a poet grew greatly during the 

Victorian era, Pater's contemporaries tended to focus on all that was secular 

and domestic about Dante's life and works-and they had particular affinity 

for his doomed love for Beatrice (as depicted in the autobiographical sections 

of La Vita Nuova) . In contrast, Pater's interest in Dante was in the mythic and 

unified worldview of the Commedia. Pater was particularly taken with Dante's 

mythologized Bearrice, a revolutionary figure who transcends gender and 

collapses the distinction between the spiritual and the material, life and death, 

heaven and hell, the divine and (he human. In "Diaphaneite" Pater describes 

Beatrice as an innocent, crystalline human, sexless and wholly receptive to the 

universe. According to Straub, the androgynous female Beatricc also serves as 

a commentary on (and counterpart to) the androgynous male Shadwell. 

Marc DiPaolo 

UEMURA, MORITO. '''DIAPHANEITt'-PATER'S ENIGMATIC TERM." 123-54. 

In a longer version of an essay of the same name published in The Paler Newsletter 

52 (Spring 2007), Uemura suggests the inspiration for Pater's enigmatic early essay 

"Diaphaneit/:" (dated July 1864) may be found in Victor Hugo's Les Muerables. In 

this novel, and in future works, Hugo describes "a diaphanous rype"-an angelic 

human who is so in harmony with creation that {s)he is capable of experiencing 

a transfiguring vision of the truth. Hugo's models for this idealized type include 

Joan of Arc and Mohammed. In "Diaphaneit/:," Pater names Charlotte Corday 

as a model for his own, similar conception of the "transparent" person. While 

Pater did not revisit the term "diaphaneite" elsewhere in his published writings, 

Ucmura observes that Pater's body of work demonstrates a recurring interest in 

idealized figures who have a "transparency of nature" and a "sexless beauty" that 
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makes Ihem model receplors even as chey rerain Iheir individualiry. Consequendy, 

as problematic as the text of "Diaphane.ite" is as a seemingly incomplete early 

work of mysterious origins, Uemura believes that it was well placed at the end of 

Charles Lancelol Shadwcll's collection of Paler's essays. For Uemura, "Di.phaneile" 

represenls che beginning and the end of Paler's aeslhelics. 

Mnrc DiPaala 

PICy,JEA N-BAPT ISTE. "PATER'S P OIKll.Lf---AUTO-REFERENCES, METAPH ORES ET 

IMPRESSIONS DANS PUTON ET LE PUTONISME (1893)." 135 -54. 

This article sels oul 10 read Paler's idiosyncratic sryle, imagery and inrerroxrual self

references in Plalo and PlaloniJIlI by examining diverging readings of th is work

which is seen sometimes as serious, didactic, and impersonal, or sometimes as 

expressing the return to Christian orthodoxy. According [Q Picy, Pater refuses to 

favo r any lerm of the dialectic oppositions ofPluraliry vs. UnilY or of Move men I 

vs. Rest and he even goes beyond it. Pater's fluid text and style , despite the 

integration of Aux and retrospective consciousness, do not create chaos but 

point to a circulating and living stability. Pater deconsuucts Plato's supposed 

rejection of Poikilia (confusing variety of im itative reference) and even 

va lues this art of juxtapos ition, which he shares with Plato and which is 

compared to a "marque/erie." Picy analyzes how Pater's use of a precise examp1e 

of inlerroxrunliry-Ihe concepl of "dry lighl"-works in Ihe IOXI and creales 

another poik.ilia that the reader needs to reconstruct. This points to an equation 

of the asceticism of the refusal of maner with the asceticism of consumption and 

integration with maner. 

Allnt-FlortllCl Gillard-Estrada 

GJLLARO~ESTRADA, ANNE-FLORENCE. "THE R ESURRECTED YOUTH AND T HE 

SORROWING MOTHER: WA LTER PATER'S USES OF THE MYTHS OF DIONYSUS 

AND DEMETER." 155-80. 

A wide- ranging essay on Paler's "A Sludy of DionyslIs," and "The Mylh of 

D emeter and Perscphonc ." Gillard- Estrada fir st derails a stru ctural tension 
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between the Classical and the Romantic in Pater's handling of the Greek myths. 

On onc hand, Pater "devaluates" (162) the Victorian discourse on Hellenism 

by asserting the presence of a romantic, Dionysian dimension of Greek 

myth and culture. On the other, he "reappropriates" (162) that discourse 

by conforming to the "Apollinian, hellenizing tendency that was stiU dear 

to him" (158). Gillard- Estrada points to Pater 's theory of myth production 

and his privileging of the "the plastic, 'e thical' phase of sculp ture" (179) as 

the strongest indication of Pater's classical impulse. She then argues that 

Pater's treatment of the sculptural form of Dionysus and Demeter works 

in the service of opposing cultutal/political discourses. ln his "highly 

gendered vision" (179), Pater uses the Dionysus myth " to strategically deploy 

an undercurrent uansgressive discourse"-culrural inheritance is figured 

radically as a "young, beautifuJ, androgynous man doomed to a horrible death" 

(179) . 10 contrast, Pater uses the Demeter myth to "pander" to the uYictorian 

"ho! of domestici ty and motherhood" (178). He "appropriates the myth of 

Demerer and Persephone to introduce the figure of the sorrowful mother in 

his work-thereby (seemingly) espousing the regressive Victorian worship of 

the angel, or goddess, in the house" (I 80). 

Kcnnc,h Daley 

COATES,]m·IN. uMARIVS"C RAMMAR OF ASSENT': PATER'S DIALOGUE WITH 

NEWMAN." 181-204. 

Pater never completed "The Writings of Cardinal Newman," but Marius 

the Epicurean offers some due as to what conclusions he might have come 

to concerning Newman's theology. Through an extensive, close- reading 

of MariuJ, Coates demonstrates how the text has "a dialogic relationship" 

to cwman's works, includjng Apologia pro Vita Sua. For Coates, Pater's 

approach to Christianity was always thoughtful and on his own terms. While 

Pater was drawn to ewman's view of religious belief as an outgrowth of 

a life of varied experiences, emotion, and reflection, Pater was skeptical of 

ewman's descriprion of the religious life as being characterized by guilt, fear, 

sacrifice, and a denial of Eras. Parer's ambivalence towards Newman's form 

of Christianity is evident in Marius, a text in which the central character's 
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religious jou.rney is characterized by a freedom from fear and guilt, a questioning 

of the value of dogma, and a sublimated homoerotic sensibili ty. In thjs manner, 

the early chapters of MnriuJ subtly raise questions about ewman's form of 

Christianity tha, Pater was unable to ask more directly by completing his study 

of the Cardinal's works. 

Marc DiPaolo 

COSTE, B£N£ DlCTE. " PATER: DE LA DECADENCE A L'EUPHUISME." lOS-18 . 

This article focuses on Pater's conception of English literary Decadence. 

The concepts of Renaissance and Decadence funct.ion as time-articulations 

between the past and the future. With Decadence ,he perception of time 

becomes a decomposition of instants into intervals, which for J:mkelevi tch 

gives way to the co ncept of uressassement"-something that keeps [urnjng 

over. The interval becomes a poetical object that calls for a Renaissance. 

1n his "Postscript," Pater evokes a Decadence that is the "ressassement" of 

Romanticism. Coste then examines Pater's critical discussion of English 

prose, and his call for a new poetical art opposed to Decadence. 1n Marius the 

Epicurlfln, the Renaissance operated by Flavian's poetical works during the 

Latin Decadence meets a definition of euphuism and thi s entails a reflection 

on language and a preoccupation with form . Euphuism for Pater is :t movement 

that recurs in literary history- it is the literary manifestation of the Paterian 
concept of ,he Renaissance. According to Pater, the poetical art that will best 

bring about a renewal acknowledges the idea of the subject 's si ncerity, which 

means sincerity towards the sensible experience and a genuine analysis of 

impreSSions. 

An"t-Flor~l1U Gillllrd-Ellrada 
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OTH E R E SSAYS ON PATER 

LAMBERT-CHARBONNIER, MARTINE. ""WALTER PATER ET LA VIEILLESSE: 

HUMANlT£ ET ESTHETIQUE DE LA CULTURE," CAIIIERS YICTOR/ENS ET 

EDOUARDIENS 69 (APRIL .009): "5-'9· 

This article examines the theme of old age in Pater's work, reAecting his own 

evolution as a w ri te r. Marius's awareness of the passing of time goes along with 

his moral development, as it enables him to turn away from the cult ofimprcssions 
and of the aesthetic moment present in what Lambert believes is a work of 

youth-the "Conclusion"-and to evolve toward sympathy and Christian hope. 

Other fictional characters, when old, are close to younger protagonists; they look 

back on their past experiences and then reflect on their identity and on culture. 

Old age is the site of a renaissance and time is the artisan for the perfection of 

form and style. Lambert associates this with the reconciliation of the old and 

the new in Romanticism and to the idea that the evolution of culture leaves its 

imprint on aging architectural edifices that thus become sites of renewal. 

Anne-Florenu Cillard-Eslrada 

0STERMA RK-JOHANSEN, LENE. "F RI EZE: GETTI NG B ENEATH THE SURFACE OF 

THE P AST I N A ESTH ET ICIST PAI NTI NG AN D WRIT I NG.!! VICTORiAN STUDIES 52. 1 

(AUTUMN .009): '0-30. 

0stermark-Johansen explores "the functions offriezes and processions"in Mariu$ 

Ihe Epicurean both as images depicted at · crucial points in [Marius'sl process of 

becoming"and as models for Pater's narrative (20,21). Noting that contemporary 

reviewers compared Mariu.! to paintings that similarly evoked friezes, she first 

considers the spatial and temporal characteristics of friezes through a djscussion 

of closely- related contemporary paintings by Frederic Leighton, Lawrence 

Alma-Tadema, and Albert Moore. 0stermark-Johansen focuses in particular 

on these painters' preoccupations with the problematic relation between 

foreground and background, the whiteness of marble (with its associations of 

dematerialization and death), and interiority (spatial and psychological) (21,23, 
24). Turning to depictions of friezes and processions in Marius, particularly in 
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Chapters one, three, and six, she follows through Pater's similar juxtaposition of 

the static Nlarius with the bands of moving figures he obse rves in a frieze

like "dialectic between moment and movement" (21). 0stermark-Johansen 

closely analyzes the ways Marius's contemplation of processions moves from 

physical bodies to ftxed marble, from outer action to inner inaction, until 

finally "a symphony in white, a Whisderian etherealizatio n of form, is all we 

are left with, at Whitenights, where drea ms are longest" (30) . 

Kit Andrews 

SADOCK, GEOFFREY ] OH NSTON. "DARK AESTHETE: GOTHIC ELEMENTS IN TH E 

F,CT,ON OF WALT ER PATER." CAHIERS ,qCT'ORJENS ET EDOUARDIENS 69 (APRIL 

2009): 7r95. 

This reading of Pater's Gothic begins by focusing on his fictional descriptions 

of sadistic violence, such as the flaying of criminals in Mllrius the Epirurean, 

the description of a half-burnt cat rhat was suppressed after the first edition 

of Pater's novel, and the violent conclusions of "Apollo in Picardy" and oIDenys 

I'Auxerrois.1t 1hc reading of "Emerald Uthwart lt is largely descriptive, except 

for reference to phallic symbolism and unsupported speculations about Pater's 

sexual anxieties.1lle subsequent account of Gasloll de Lalollr suggests that Pater 

is "projecting his own narcissism into Bruno,1t although Pater's "narcissismlt is 

assumed rather [haD demonstrated. It concludes by noting .. the intersection 

of Gothic tradition and father-figures from which Pater's fiction develops," 

according to the example of "The Child in the House." Sadock draws 

biographical context from Micbael Levey inconclusively, and describes new 

readings of Pater since the 1980's as a "feeding frenzy at the hands of gender 

studies, queer theorists, and deconstructionisrs. "Wilde's victimization is described 

as "criminal ignominy," with the presumption that this would have caused Pater 

shame. J t is unfortunate that the brief readings in this essay are embellished by this 

dated and unsubstantiated view of jin-de-siirl, cultural relations. 

Ant/rew Ens/ham 
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ESSAYS WITH NOTABLE REFERENCES TO PATER 

EVANGELlSTA, STEFANO. "VERNON LEE IN THE VATICAN:THE UNEASY ALLIANCE 

OF AESTHETICISM AND ARCHEOLOGY." VIC70RlAN S1VDI£S 52.1 (AUTUMN 2009): 

3 1-41. 

Through a reading of two essays by Vemon Lee, "The C hild in the Vatican" 

(1881) and a review of Adolf Furtwiingler's Masterpieces of Greek Sw/plure 

(1895), this article maps out the late-Victorian affinities of, and tensions 

between, aestheticism and archeology. Evangclisra notes how Pater and 

others implicitly challenged institutional forms of knowledge through their 

alignment of a general aesthetics of reception with the speCific reception of 

Greek antiquity. Though Pater and several other aesthetic critics wrote "from 

within the academy, their use of imp ression and imaginative reconstruction 

took the knowledge of antiquity out of academic institutions and divorced it 

from history and philology, which at this point were the normative disciplines 

of classical studies" (32), The aestheticisr turn to impression and imaginative 

reconstruction thus entailed a turn to Greek art, sculpture in particular, 

away from the academy's focus on classical texts. Archeology shared with 

aestheticism this new emphaSis on the direct study of Greek artworks; in 

fact, as Evangeli sta poi nts out, the late-Victo rian archeologist Lewis Famell 

claimed that Pater's lectures on archaic Greek art marked '''an epoch in the 

history of Oxford studies'" (33). 

Like aestheticism, archeology challenged conservative Victorian 

classicism and occupied the margins of the late-Victorian academy, but 

archeology remained disdainful of aestheticism's lack of scientific rigor. 

Evangelism shows how Vernon Lee cannily negotiates this tense closeness 

of aestheticism and archeology in these two essays. For Lee and other 

"gifted female intellectuals .. . aestheticism offered a way into mainstream 

art criticism that hypassed male-gendered discourses of profeSSionalism 

and academic training" (34). Evangelista specifically examines how Lee's art 

criticism in "The Child in the Vatican" incorporates aspects of archeological 

study in her analysis of the classical scu lptural ensemble known as the Niobe 

group. In the same essay, however, Lee also implici tly critic izes archeology 
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through her ch~'racterization of "museums and galleries" as "'evil necessitiesm 

rhar preserve arr, bur also preserve a disrance from rhe past challenged by 

aestheticism (37). 1n this way, Lee's "critique of modern museums and of 

professional approaches to art . .. continually disrupts archeological science 

even as ir uses its findings and merhod" (39). In her review of Adolf 

Furtwangler's Masterpieces oJGruk Sculpt lire, Lee further develops this crirical 

appropriation, praising the German scholar's study but tracing its quality to 

his "'exquisite art isti c sensitiveness'" (40). Wh ile late Victorian archeologists 

such as Farnell sought to distance archeology from aestheticism, Vernon Lee 

argued for an aestheticism within archeology where "the values ofinwardness, 

receptivity, and softness replace hard science as a mean of providing a true 

underslanding of arr" (39). 

Kit Andrtws 

STRAUB, jULlA. "DIAPHANOUS ANGELS. JULIA MARGARET CAMERON'S AND 

WALTER PATER'S CO-BETWEENS." TExrus: ENGUSII S7VDIES IN I TALY. (.008): 

.61-78. 

Srraub's starting point for a discussion of the androgyny concepr built up on the 
angel figure in the Victorian age is Carol Christ's "Victorian .Masculinity and The 
Allgel ill the House" (1977). In the essay Christ considers Patmore's male typology 
as torn between action and passivity as well as ambivalent towards sexuality. 

Straub applies these ideas ro Julia Margaret Cameron's photographs 

of angels, which she interprets as emblems of in-between-ness and, quite 

interestingly, relates to Pater's notion of "diaphaneity." This applies in 

particular ro the series entitled Tht Augti at tht Stpulchrt (1869), which 

features a highly spiritualized body that achieves extreme levels of 

ambiguity and contradictoriness and appears "otherworldly, physical, 

and yet unphysical." In Straub's view, the subject of these photographs 
finds perfect transliterations in some of Pater's essays. She mentions 

as evidence the "Daughters of Herodias" passage from "Leonardo 

da Vinci," the desc ription of "people of a remote and unaccustomed 

beauty, somnam buli st ic, frai l, androgynous, the li ght alm ost shining 

throug h them" from ('Aesthetic Poetry," and especially the portrayal 
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of the "diaphanous type" as resisting gender catego rizations in Patcr's 

earliest essay, "Diaphaneite" (1864). Pater's illustration of the diaphanous 

condition as "a moral sexlessness, a kind of impotence, an ineffectual 

wholeness of nature, yet with a divine beauty and significance of its own" 

proposes a radical redefinition of Vi ctorian maleness, in stark contrast 

with the prevailing models of earlyle's heroic masculinity and Kingsley's 

muscular Christianity. In hi s representation of the diaphanolls character, 

in stead, Pater expands on the new male type first scc n in The Angel il1 

the flouse: a fusion of male and female which also lies at the core of 

Camcron's angelic images. 

Elisa Bizzotlo 
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CONTRIBUTOR S 

KIT ANDREWS is Professor of English at Western Oregon University. He 

is curremly researching the reception of German ldcalism in nineteenth

cenrury British literature and philosophy, and has an article forthcoming in 

ELTon the figure of Wart eau in Waiter Pater's "A Prince of Court Painters" 

and Michael Field's Sig"t alld Song. 

MEGAN BECKER- LECKRONE is Associate Professor of English at the University 

of evada, Las Vegas, where she specializes in the history of critical theory 

and late-nineteenth-century British literature. She is the author of Julia 

Kristeva (lfId Liltrary Theory (Palgrave, 2005) and of essays on Wordsworth, 

Wilde, Pater, and Joyce. She is the I orth American book review editor 

for the newly-formed Edinburgh UP journal, Victoriographiu, A JOllrnal of 

Nineltenth-Century Writing and, since 2006, general editor of The Pater 

Nlwslltler. 

ELlSA BtZZOTTO teaches English language and literature at the University of 

Venice-Ca' Foscari and at the University of Trent. Her work focuses on Waiter 

Pater, the fill de siecle and intergenre and interarr studies. She is the author 

of La 1110110 t /'animo (200 1) on the imaginary portrait in the late-V ictorian 

age and has co-edited (with Serena Cenni) the volume Dol/a stallza orconto. 

Vemon Lte e Firen ze Setfont'allfli dopo (2006). She is currently preparing a 

new edition of the PRB magazine The Germ together with Paola Spinozzi. Dr 

Bizzorro is an Associate Editor of THE OSCHOLARS. 

LAUREL BRAKE is Emeritus Professor of Literature and Print Culture at Birkbeck, 

University of London. With Billie Inman she founded the Pater Newsletter in 

1977 and co-edited it for 20 years. Her books include two on the Victorian 

press, Sub}ngoted Knowledges (1994) and Print in Transition (2001), and one on 

Waiter Pater (1994). "Vernon Lee and the Pater Circle" appeared in Vemon Lee: 

Dernden", Elhics, Aesthelics, ed. C. Maxwellllnd P. Pulhom (Palgravc, 2006). 

With hn Sma ll she co-edited Pater in the 1990s (ELT, 1990), and with Lcsley 

Higgins and Carolyn Williams, Waiter pflter: Tmmparellcies of Desire (ELT, 
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2002). H er Pater entries appeared in Routledge's Kty Writm on Art in 2003 
and in the Oxford DNB in 2004. In addition to her Pater work she was the 
director of nest, the Nineteenth-Century Serials Edition (2004-2008), a free 

full-text online edition of six nineteenth-century journals (www.ncse.ac.uk) and 
co-editor with Marysa Demoor of DNCJ, the Diclionary of Nineleenlh-Cenl1lry 

j ournalism (2009). She is currently writing a biography of Pater for OUP. 

KENNETH DALEY is the author of '!he Rescue oJ Romo11ticism: WaIter Paler and 

j ohn Ruskin (Ohio UP, 2001), and several essays on Ruskin, Pater, and Keats. 
H e currently serves as Chairperson of the English Department at Columbia 
College in Chicago. In 2004, he participated in the NEH summer seminar, 
"Literature and the Visual Arts," and he has worked as a film archivist for Martin 
Scorsese. He is the bibliographer for the Paler Newsltlter. 

MARC DIPAOLO cu rrently teaches at Oklahoma City University, having 
previously taught literature and film courses at Alvernia University, Kean 

University, and Drew University. H e is the author of Emma Adapled: j ane 

Auslen's Heroinefrom Book 10 Film (Peter Lang, 2007) and principal ed itor of 
Pea rson's literature anthology The Consciolls R eader. His essays have appeared 

in A Century of the Marx Bro/hers, The Amazing Trm1Sforming Superhero, 

Beyo1ld Adaptatiotl , nnd Pimps, Wimps, Studs, Thugs, mu/ Gentlemen: Essays 

on M edia I mages of Masrulinity. Formerly a reporter for the Stolen Island 

Advance, DiPaolo writes the blogs "Dandies and New Women," "Bedford 
Falls Movie House," and "The Adventures of ltalian-American Man." He 
has a Ph.D. in English from Drew University. 

ANOREW EAs'n-W1 is an independent writer and teacher who specializes in 

literature and aesthetics from the Victorian to the contemporary. He is currently 

completing two monographs: Aesthetici.sm and 7bea/ricalily: From Po/er to the 

Fin de Siide provides a new reading of performance and performativity in 

Aesthetic cu lture; AeSlhetic After/ives: Lilerary Modernily and Ihe COt/Upl of 
Irony (forthcoming with Continuum) exami nes the legacies of Aestheticism 
according to anxieties around aesthetic detachment and Romantic irony. He 

has published articles on Pater and Wilde (Art and L ift in AeSlheticism), H enry 

James (Symbiosis, 'lhe Henry james R eview), Samuel Becket! (Samuel Beckelt 
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TodayIAujourd'hui}. and Alan Hollinghurst (TtXlllol Prorliu). His most recent 

piece. "The Aesthetic Afterlives of Mr. W. P." (LiltralurdJlIltrprtlalioll/7htory) 

recounts his personal encounter with Waiter Pater in vampire form. 

HI LA RY EOIVAROS is Assistant Professor of English at Florida Atlantic 

University. Her research speciaHzation is in the area of nineteenth and 

twentieth cen tury British literature. Her areas of emphasis include Victorian 

prose , the literature of World War I, the represe ntation of consci ousncss in 

literature and the con nections between Victorian and Mode rnist aesthetics. 

M EGHAN FREEMAN holds a Ph.D. in English Literature from Cornell and 

is currently tcaching at Tu lane University in New Orleans, Louisiana. 

Her dissertation, "Precious States of l\1ind/' analyzes the ramifications of 

aesthetic philosophy in Victorian culture by exploring how the novels of 

British and expatriate American writers reflected and refracted the ideas of 

such thinkers as Coleridge. Pater. and Ruskin . 

A NNE-FLO RENCE GI LLAR O- EsTRAOA is Maitre de Conferences at the 

Universi t!! de Rouen. She completed her thesis on Hellenism and Greece 

in the works of WaIter Pater. and has published a number of essays on the 

subject in, fo r exa mple, Cnhiers Victoriells et Edouardiens Il nd Polyscmcs. Her 

current researc h foc uses on the relation be tween text Ilnd image in WaIter 

Pater's writing, particularly as it re lates to eoclassica l Victorian painting. 

Other research interests include Oscar Wilde and William Morris and, more 

genera lly, aesthctics, litcrature, and the history of ideas. 

l(,'TE H EX,. received her PhD from the University of Exeter in 2009. She is 

currently Honorary Research Fellow in Victorian Studies at tbe University 

of Exeter and Temporary Lecturer in English at the University of the West 

of England. She has published articles on Waiter Pater and-in a departu re 

from the nineteenth centu ry-North Korean art and Vineente Minnelli (not 

together). Among other things, such as editing a special edition of Liuralure 

Compass and grand plans to write a book on M inneUi. she is the U.K. book 

rcview editor fo r Victoriographies: A Journal of Ninclcc11lh-Century l41riting. 

1790-1914 and is completing her first monograph on WaIte r Pate r. 
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LESLEY HIGGINS is Professor of English at York University, where she 

specializes in Victorian and Modern literatu re, poetry, and feminist studies. 

Her research also emphasizes the works of Pater and Hopkins. In 2002, she 

published Tht Modtrnist Cult of Vg/inus: Aesthttic and Gtndtr Politics 

(Palgrave) and co-edited Wa/ttr Pal,,: Transpartnciu of Duirt (ELT 

Press) . She is th e co-general editor of Tht Colltcttd Worlu of Gu ard 

MOII/ty Hopkins forth coming (for th e next few years) from OUP. T he 

fi rst vo lu me in the seri es, her ed ition of H opki ns's Oxfo rd E ssays and 

Notes, was published in 2006 . Togeth er with E licia e lements, she is the 

co-editor of Victorian A esthetic Conditions: Paler Across the ArlJ (Palg rave, 

2010) . She is associate editor of Tht Paltr Ntws/ttUr. 

BI LL L,VOLS , holds a BA in English from the University of evada, Las 

Yegas and is a profe ssional technical writer. 




